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NEW QUESTION: 1
Sie haben eine virtuelle Azure-Maschine mit dem Namen VM1, die
Sie zum Testen verwenden. VM1 ist durch Azure Backup
geschÃ¼tzt.
Sie lÃ¶schen VM1.
Sie mÃ¼ssen die fÃ¼r VM1 gespeicherten Sicherungsdaten
entfernen.
Was solltest du zuerst tun?
A. Stoppen Sie die Sicherung.
B. LÃ¶schen Sie den Recovery Services-Tresor.
C. Ã„ndern Sie die Sicherungsrichtlinie.
D. LÃ¶schen Sie das Speicherkonto.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Azure Backup provides backup for virtual machines - created
through both the classic deployment model and the Azure
Resource Manager deployment model - by using custom-defined
backup policies in a Recovery Services vault.
With the release of backup policy management, customers can
manage backup policies and model them to meet their changing
requirements from a single window. Customers can edit a policy,
associate more virtual machines to a policy, and delete
unnecessary policies to meet their compliance requirements.
Incorrect Answers:
You can't delete a Recovery Services vault if it is registered
to a server and holds backup data. If you try to delete a
vault, but can't, the vault is still configured to receive
backup data.
References:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/updates/azure-vm-backup-polic
y-management/

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario: A Citrix Architect is designing an environment for a
large company. The company has identified the following user
groups and requirements.
Product Managers - Typically, they work from inside the company
network but are able to work from home. They need to use a
variety of standard productivity
and web-based SaaS applications.
Field Sales Engineers - They frequently work with mobile
devices and tend to access the environment externally. They
need access to sales tools and the frontend of the customer database.
Web Developers - Internal and remote workers who use

specialized hardware with a graphics card to handle
resource-intensive applications.
Which FlexCast model should the architect assign to Web
Developers?
A. VM Hosted Applications
B. Published Desktops
C. Hosted VDI
D. Published Apps
Answer: C
Explanation:
https://www.citrix.com/content/dam/citrix/en_us/documents/produ
cts-solutions/virtualize-3dprofessional-graphics-design-guide.pdf The Web Developers need
to handle resource-intensive applications with graphic cards.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are creating a container for an ASP.NET Core app.
You need to create a Dockerfile file to build the image. The
solution must ensure that the size of the image is minimized.
How should you configure the file? To answer, drag the
appropriate values to the correct targets. Each value must be
used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag
the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: microsoft.com/dotnet/sdk:2.3
The first group of lines declares from which base image we will
use to build our container on top of. If the local system does
not have this image already, then docker will automatically try
and fetch it. The mcr.microsoft.com/dotnet/core/sdk:2.1 comes
packaged with the .NET core 2.1 SDK installed, so it's up to
the task of building ASP .NET core projects targeting version
2.1 Box 2: dotnet restore The next instruction changes the
working directory in our container to be /app, so all commands
following this one execute under this context.
COPY *.csproj ./
RUN dotnet restore
Box 3: microsoft.com/dotnet/2.2-aspnetcore-runtime
When building container images, it's good practice to include
only the production payload and its dependencies in the
container image. We don't want the .NET core SDK included in
our final image because we only need the .NET core runtime, so
the dockerfile is written to use a temporary container that is

packaged with the SDK called build-env to build the app.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/de-DE/virtualization/windowscontaine
rs/quick-start/building-sample-app
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